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CADET OFFICERS Clemson Opens
CHURCH LADIES Have You
Tigers Have
ARE APPOINTED
GIVE DANCE
Hard Schedule
29th Session
Subscribed?

i*

A Large Number of Visitors Attend
The Opening Dance of the Season
—'Dance Given by the Ladies of
With Three Of (Last Years Varsity
The Episcopal Church Music by the To Our Old Subscribers: —
Squad To Build On Coach Stewart
This issue of the Tiger is being
Jungle Seven.
Is Preparing To Meet One Of The
sent
as a sample copy to all those who
Hardest Schedules That The Tigers
were
subscribers during the past
On
last
Friday
night
the
ladies
Have Had In Years
of the Episcopal Church opened the year. We take this means of advissocial season by giving a benefit ing you that the Tiger will he "on the
With the opening of the session of
dance in the college gym. This dance job" again this year, and also express
nineteen twenty-one the Tiger footwas the first of the many enjoyable to you our appreciation for your subshall team has been moulding itself,
dances that the cadets expect to at- criptions in the past. The Tiger will
or rather being moulded, into shape
tend during the current session. A play an important role in carrying to
to meet one of the hardest schedules
large number of cadets and their fair the world the activities at Clemson,
yet arranged for a Clemson team.
both in athletics and the College in
partners were in attendance.
The Tigers are greatly handicapped
The dance, coming within three general. -This is especially true since
by the fact that only three of last
days of the opening of the college, the great improvement in our athleyear's first string men are back on
was not as largely attended as some tic prospects, because the Tiger is
the job. This means that the other
the only paper in which you can get
positions have to be filled by new in the past, because many of the boys
were ignorant of the dance until an unbiased account of Clemson acmen that possibly in time will make
their return to college, and were tivities.
great football players, nut at the
therefore unable to obtain a lady in __A Supscription blank will be found
present time these men are new at
on another page of this issue and we
the game, and the problem now is to such short notice. Quite a number
of ladies were present, however, and would appreciate your filling it out
teach them enough of the old game
they helped the cadets make merry and sending it in at on^e in order to
in order that they may be able to
from nine thirty until two put and avoid missing a single copy. -The
stand the gaff of the hard schedule
price of subscription for this session
that the Tiger have ahead of them. end to the event.
From the beginning of the inter- is $1.50; for six months $1.00.
Coach Stewart realizes that this will
be a hard job, and every effort is mission on to the end of the dance
JUNIORS ELECT OFFICERS
the ladies in charge served punch and
being made to use all available time
On the evening of September 21st,
sandwiches. The cooling punch was
in workouts for the team.
the Junior Class assembled in Chapel
The Tigers do not expect to win very refreshing because of the hot for the purpose of electing their class
weather;
accordingly
the
punch-bowl
every game on the schedule since
officers,—Engineers arrayed on one
the backfield of the Tigers is not was never entirely deserted.
side and the Farmers an the other.
The
Jungle
(Seven
again
played
in
heavy SHQUgh to cope with the teams
Opposition was bEiS! befWeBS tlis
their
peppy
style
and
the
dance
did
of Georgia, Tech and Center, Howthe Ag. and Engineering factions,
not
drag
for
a
moment
because
of
ever there are some of the games on
each being intent on putting its
the schedule that the Tigers realize the music. This was the first oppornominees in office.
tunity
that
the
entire
orchestra
had
they have to win. These games are
When the smoke of the battle had
to
play
together
during
the
present
the two games with Furman and Unilifted, it was found that the following
session.
If
it
was
possible
for
versity of South Carolina. These two
men had received a majority of the
games were lost by the Tigers last them to play so well on such short
votes for their respective offices:
notice,
we
predict
great
success
for
year and these two games are the
Coarsey, R. W., President
the
Jungle
Seven
before
the
end
of
ones that have to be revenged for.
Smythe, E. A., Vice-President
the
year.
This is not going to be any easy job
Dorman, J. K.. Secretary & Treas.
The next dance of the season will
either because of the fact that the
Ballenger, W. M., Historian
be
the
Fall
Opening
Dance
given
by
Tigers have only three of last year's
Allan, A. N. Chaplain
the
Senior
Class
on
Friday,
October
yarsity squad on hand while the
The election of Chaplain was the
the
seventh,
which
is
the
date
of
the
Furmanites have all back but Jeter
This most hotly contested of any, nominees
and Speer, and Carolina has practi- p. C. game on the campus.
dance
promises
to
be
one
of
the
best for this responsible office being Allan,
cally every one of her last year's
A. N., Hunter, S. C, Hinson, H. L..
put
out
by
the
class
of
'2>2.
squad hack on the job. The great
and Marshall, D. H., four Juniors of
.fact remains tho that Clemson is
sterling worth. Before the election,
Y.
M.
C.
A.
going to win those two games no
however, it was thought best to withmatter how hard it may be to do it.
draw Marshall and Hinson from the
The
Y.
M.
C.
A.
handbooks
are
Coach Stewart likes heavy men in
race in view of the fact that the
the hackfield and this is one of the now out. One has been placed in
class would have been equally divided
the
hands
of
every
student
who
has
main things that will hold the Tigers
between these two as to render imcalled
for
one
at
the
"Y"
desk.
down somewhat. There are a great
possible the election of Allan or
number of good men out for positions These handbooks are very useful
articles
as
they
furnish
accurate
inHunter
in the backfield but these men are
The Juniors feel that they are
nearly all too light to do the driving formation of almost every branch of
the
College.
Much
time
was
requirvery
fortunate in having at the head
work that the coaches expect. They
ed
in
the
preparation
and
publication
of
their
affairs a man such as !R. W.
may be able to do it .for a while but
they could not last for very long of these handbooks, but they are Coarsey. and they are sure that he
however. The
backfield for
the well worth the time spent in their will make an excellent leader. The
other officers are men who are well
Clemson team is going to be a fast construction.
Beginning with the first page and fitted to fill their offices, and the
one however and there will be no
limit to the number of men available continuring throughout the booklet, Junior Class is very much gratified
for substitution. This has been one the pages are crammed full of use- at the outcome of the meeting.
of the great handicaps in the Tiger fulness. First, there is an identificateams of the past few years. Here- tion page, followed by a calender, a SENIOR CLASS ELECT OFFICERS
tofore when a good man was put out directory of the Y. M. C. A., a calenof the game with injuries there was der of the outstanding events which
The
senior class
convened in
not another to stick in his place. are to take place at Clemson during chapel last Friday night for the first
This year things will be different. the session 19 21-22, a brief descrip- and most important'meeting of the
College Publications, year. The purpose of the meeting
The fact that there are a number of tion of the
men out for the different positions some college songs and yells, athletic was the election of officers. The
will make
the individuals
fight records and schedules for athletic fact that the meeting was characharder since they know if they do not meets, places for class schedules and terized by sobriety and earnestness
there will be another good man to a diary, and lastly, a history of the showed that every senior realized
take their place.
The brightest Y. M. C. A., together with a state- the seriousness of the meeting. Ned
points of the Tiger team of this year ment of the finances of the Institu- Williams was chosen to pilot the
class. Everybody feels that with Ned
lie in the line, The thr.ee old men tion
who are back are Gettys, Gilmer, and
The purpose of the handbook is to at the helm the big work for the
Spearman,—all linemen and good line acquaint the students, especially the senior class can be put across.
The officers elected are as follows:
men. Then there are a number of new students, with the various collast year's scrub team who are show- lege activities, and of the importance Ned Williams, president; R. T. Haling up well, and who possibly will of the Y. M. C. A. in their college stead, vice-president; J. V. Martin,
land berths on the team. Then the life. Let every student carry his secretary; T. W. Morgan, historian;
Freshman class of this year has book at all times, and use it as a J. B. Armstrong, poet; and J. RCRearden. chaplain.
ready reference.
(Continued on page 3)

Commandant Makes Appointments
of Officers for the Present Session CLEMSON OPENS WITH PROS—Officers Come in Before Best of
PECTS OF SUCCESSFUL YEAB
Corps.
AHEAD

Major Madison Pearson, I". S. A.,
Commandant of the corps of cadets
announced his appointment of- cadet
officers and non-commissioned officers for the present session a fewdays before the opening of the college.
.Much interest
among the
cadets, their relatives and friends
always
centers on these appointments. The field officers, captains
and first sergeants reported for duty
one day sooner than the rest of the
cadet corps in order to receive their
details and rolls.
The list of officers for this year
is somewhat larger than usual because of the addition of a Machine
Gun Company to the regiment, and
the placing of several additional
officers on the regimental staff. The
increase of non-comissioned officers
was due to the large increase in
the cadet corps which was brought
about by the largest freshman class
in the history of this institution.
Major Pearson is carrying 'out
several much needed reforms in the
military department of the cadet
corps Clemson should have a verysuccessful year in this department
with the following officers to u.J
the commandant.
Colonel: Cadet L. A. Burckmyer
Lieutenant colonel: Cadet C B.
Cannon.
Majors: Cadets J. B. Berry, S. A.
Williams J. M. Stewart.
Captains: Cadets IN. Williams, C.
E. Smith, O. P. Seabrook, M. W.
Sams. J. V. Martin, J. D. Harvin, L
M. Gentry, W. R. Harden, H. M.
Saunders, T. H, Seabrook, J. H.
Moss, J. P. Kinard. J. R- Sweetenberg, W. M. Redfern. J. F. Auten,
H. S. Altman B. O'Neill.
First lieutenant:
Cadets E. J.
Freeman, H. E. Laurey, J. A Culbertson. W. L, Horn, P. B. Waters,
<R T. Halstead, G. D. Price, D. K
Summers, H. W. Hood, J. R. Rosa,
W. M. Clatworthy, L. A. M'cCants.
W L Stribling, W. M. Boozer. J. M.
Denaro, E. W. Williams, J. N. Fields,
iH E. Nettles, A. E. Kay, C. V. Epting W E. iBritt; N. R. Salley, J. H.
iBauinann, J. P. Bailes, F. T. Wilhite.
Second lieutenants: Cadet F. H.
Wallace, J. -Gh Gaines, W. Woodward.
W R. Wells, C M. Butler, H. H.
Wood, O. P. Harris. T. D. Simmons,
j T Thompson J. ©. Warner, T. W.
Morgan, J. H. Dunlap, J. W. Geraty.
(Regimental sergeant major: Cadet
B. B. Savage.
Regimental supply sergeant: Cadet.
B C. Littlejohn.
Battalion sergeant majors: Cadets
T. G. Hendricks, E. C. Kicker, F. M.
Zeigler.
Sergeant bugler: Cadet D. H. Mar-

Largest Student Body In History Of
The College Reports For Duty

The opening of Clemson College
for the session of 1921—2'2 was
probably the most notworthy in its
history. It was 'characterized by the
large number of students reporting,
and by the keen interest taken in the
college by the public.
When the
doors of the college were thrown open
it showed that the people of South
Carolina and other states were opentheir eyes to the possibilities being
offered at Clemson. and were sending
their sons to an institution where
they could receive the best advantages
in training.
On Monday, September twelfth, all
of the officers in the cadet corps reported for duty.
Following close
after these old men the remainder of
the old students came in on Tuesday.
In spite of the financial depression
prevalent, practically all of the old
students returned to finish their
education. This is a fine record, and
shows that more interest is being
shown in education than ever before.
Wi*h the body of old students on
the campus the college seemed to
take new life, but these were not
all of the Clemson men by far.
On Wednesday the freshmen began
to pour in. The new boys almost
filled the main buildings, each one
trying his best to matriculate as soon
as possible. It seemed for a while as
if all was confusion, hut out of the
chaos came order, and the largest
freshman class on record was assigned to barracks. The number of new
cadets was so large that, in order to
accomodate all of them, many rooms
were necessarily occupied by three
men. This condition will not continue for long, because Clemson is
growing rapidly, and. we hope, will
soon have ample room to take care
of all students desiring to enter.
Clemson has enrolled almost athousand men, and each man is determined to do his best for his college in every way possible. Frdm the
showing that has already been made,
it is plain that Clemson Is going to
be well backed on the athletic field
by her students. While the football
team of this year is going to be a
little green, just the same, the cadets
are backing it as one of the greatest
in the Southern States. The present
seniors have shown that they are
willing to help the authorities as
best they can, and in consequence the
students of this year are going to
receive more privileges than ever before. To continue to receive these
privileges the cadets must live up to
their obligations,. This they are deshall.
termined to do, standing behind their
Color sergeants: Cadets >B. A.Rus- college and seeing that it takes its
sell and C. B. Snead.
rightful place as one of the greatest
Drum Major, first sergeant: Cadet
colleges in the South.
C. H. Ellison.
First sergeants:
Cadets T. K
Sad But True
Vo-el J. M. Bankhead, H. W. Cau- He took her riding in the car
then W L. Ballentine. J. McMahon.
To see how fast 'twould go.
P M Garvin, G. L. Wade, R A. Hun- They senUthe bill to his only par,
ter F W. Taylor, E .H, Emanuel H.
And now they ride no mo.
A. Woodle, L. B. Dyches, A N.
flhfifllv
Crimsonbeak—What do you think
' Sergeants: Cadets E. S. Day, J- Ja H.
u Milcell
Koopman, S.
MIKBII, H.
n. L. John- will be the music of the. future?
Yeast—It depends altogether on
son M A. LeGette. J. H. Webb. J. S.
Williams, J. H. Brsktae, G. T. Bryan, wether you're going to spend it using
a coal shovel or Harp.—Exchange.
(Continued on page 3)
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EDITORIAL.
Men, of Clemson, Clemson Tigers,
in just ten more days our football
team will clash with the eleven of
Centre. We must throw ourselves
into the fight and do our part a part
which is far from small. As Coach
Stewart has said, the backing of the
entire student body is absolutely
essential to a winning team. We
want a winning football team and
we are going to have such a team.
How are we going to do- this? We
are going to show our players that
we are depending upon them for
great things; we are going to help
them in every way possible; and we
are going to cheer them with all
our might, not only when we are
winning, but also when our own
goal is threatened—fellows we are
going to back our team to the last.
The proposition is clearly before us,
and we have got it to solve.
Let
us tackle it with the old Tiger spirit;
let us show everyone how proud we
our football team and its
are of
a splendid and far-reaching
■■ which was passed upon by
the corps Monday night. Each student pledged himself upon his honor
to report, if seen, any violation of
training by any man on an athletic
team at Clemson. This step will
have a tremendous effect for the
good of athletics, and it is to be
hoped that this resolution will be
closely adhered to by each and every
cadet.
This is the first issue of The Tiger
since the summer vacation, and the.
staff takes this means to welcome
the student body back We are glad
■ to., note that the old meii returned
almost to a man; and that the freshman class is the largest in the history
of the college. The Tiger extends
its best wishes to all for a successful
year.
We are especially glad to
welcome the class o>f '2^5 to Clemson;
we hope that every man m the new
class will become a true Tiger and
remain here until he receives his
diploma. The Tiger is your paper
and we request that you use it as
such.
ET A CONTRIBUTOR TO
THE CHRONICLE
Are you planning to write anything for the "Chronicle"? If not,
why not? The magazine belongs to
you as much as it does to anyone
else, and therefore it should be a
matter of duty for each student to
write something and work to help
.put the "Chronicle" at the top among publications, a place where it
belongs.
There is absolutely no reason why
the "Chronicle" should not rank first
among the college magazines in the
State and in the South. However,
neither can the staff nor the staff
and a few men put it there.
In
order for our magazine to attain this
desirable position, it will be necessary
•for every man to get behind the
-m-k and contribute his part.
"-very man is a prospective writer.
-t-think that because you have

never written anything for publication, or that because you nave never
been considered "Literary' that it
is out of the question for you to
write an article for the "Chronicle."
Articles of all kinds: poems, stories,
essays plays, jokes, and anything
that you think that anyone will
read, will be accepted, and if of
sufficient merit will be published.
Get busy and do your part.
Submit articles to room 186 of
222. The first issue comes out on
Oct. 15. (Material must be handed
in by Oct. -1. Lets get busy and
make the first issue a " ringer."
BACK YOUR ADVERTISERS.
No paper can exist without advertisers no matter how large a 'circulation it may have. A large part of
the income of The Tiger is from its
advertisers; and it is this income that
makes it possible to keep the subscription price of The Tiger at the
present level. Therefore, the advertisers are real supporters of one of the
student body's greatest activities.
No man can be expected to put
money into anything that does not
give a fair return; therefore no advertiser can be expected to continue
to advertise in our columns, no matter how ardent a supporter of Clemson he may be, unless his advertisingbrings in a profitable return.
Accordingly, the student body owes it
to The Tiger to patronize those who
helps us. When you want something,
go to a store that advertises with us
and pass by those that do not care
enough for Clemson to aid the student body in keeping The Tiger on
?. debt free basis.
We expect to have some advertisers
from Greenville and Anderson in the
near future. When you are in these
towns, go to The Tiger advertisers
and tell them that you come in response to the advertisement that you
saw in The Tiger. By doing so, you
will aid your paper and help yourself
also because The Tiger is not accepting ads from any except reputable
firms.
We believe that advertising in our
paper is profitable and it is up to
the student body to show our advertisers that such is the case. Therefore, be a booster of your paper and
trade with those that trade with us.
GIVE THE GRASS A CHANCE
In order to further beautify Clemson's already beauttful campus the
college authorities have made several
changes on the small parade grounds.
These changes included the building
of a small concrete wall around the
pararde ground proper The ground
within the wall has been leveled off
and packed.
At present, crushed
stone is being spread over tills area,
in order that the grounds can be
used in wet weather. The area between the concrete wall and the
walks has been leveled off and planted in grass. The grass is just beginning to come up, and hence it is very
easily killed. If this grass is allowed
to grow, it will add much to the
beauty to this part of the campus.
There are concrete walks around the
parade ground and tnere should be
no cause for anyone to use the grass
in preference to these walks. H may
perhaps be a bit further around by
using the walks, but the additional
exercise will not
hurt anybody.
Therefore stay on the walks and
give the grass a chance; and maybe
some day it will reach such growth
that one can walk across it without
damage.
Upon the suggestion of the Director of Student Affairs, the contracts
for "Taps" '22 have not yet been
signed,
Within a week however,
all contracts will no doubt be closed.
The "Taps" staff will do its utmost
in an effort to put out a good book
is good or letter than any Clemson
,. i he
lore published.' To do
-,■) it ;3 essential that we sell a
definite number of books and that
;o receive the eo-operaUon o_" the
corps. Within a short time, we will
launch a subscription campaign in
. IL'CI-c -o procure the necessary
unt of subscriptions. Back us
in this campaign and the "Taps" '22
staff can be relied upon to do every
thing within its power to put out an
annual worthy of Clemson.
J .V. Martin,
Editor-in-chief

on the east end of the field, and NOTICE—Go to J. W. Martin's
RECEPTION GIVEN
stay away altogether
BY THE Y. M. C. A. that they
Pressing Club for Good Quality at
when the practice is conducted at
Lowest Prices.
Ask for Monthly
Ice (ream, Punch, And a Free Movie the west end of the field.
Rates.
9—22—4x
The meeting was then adjourned,
The Main Features
and a few rousing cheers were given ■ ■■■■■■■■■■■I
The Y. M. C. A. gave a reception the coach and the team.
last Saturday evening which lasted
from sewen to ten o'clock. 'Everybody in the surrounding neighbor- A LETTER FROM
hood together with the student body
COACH STEWART
was invited:. No one especially but
everybody in common. Ice cream The Tiger Alumni:
On the eve of battle I wish to exand punch were served 'by members
of the Y. M. C. A. cabinet and others press my very sincere appreciation
who willingly offered their service. for the very fine and earnest efforts
There was no danger in anyone get- made by the Alumni of Clemson to
ting shipped on account of drinking influence desirable athletic material
CAKES AND PIES
the punch because the manufacturers to matriculate at Clemson. When
took especial pain to make it meas- you come on the field of your old
0 0
ure up to the standard as laid down school you will be pleased with the
results
of
your
efforts.
I
desire
to
in the cadet's idea (Regulations.)
WHOLESOME BREAD
Ice cream was served along with the go on record by saying that the
punch; or rather punch was served success of your maiden effort along
AND ROLLS
along with the ice cream.
Fifty this line was highly gratifying to me
gallons of cream was passed out in and I am sure that with the excones. When help was called for to perience game this summer the inO 0
help dispose of the cream, the lobby creased interest aroused and the
of the "Y" became consisted with determination you all have to restore
SPECIAL
innumerable candidates.
So it at Clemson to its rightful position in
athletic
once became apparent that a system southern intercollegiate
DAIRY LUNCH
of elimination was necessary.
The c'rcle will result in still more satisusual system, stand in line until factory returns next year.
your times comes, was resorted to.
Just how successful the 19'21 footSpecial effort was made to see that ball team will be remains to be seen.
SANDWICHES
every visitor was served with cream I am hoping we can pleasantly surand punch. Thanks to someone for prise you. I hope to be able to win
CAKE
seeing to it that one of the dairy the Furman and Carolina games as
students did not have a hand in the a reward for your very hearty inmaking of the cream (tne student terest this summer.
PD3S
that the writer speaks of is especially
I have been very much impressed
fond of feeding people on thermome- with the whole-souled response by the
"HOT CAKES"
ters )
Alumni to the appeal for reconstrucThe cream and punch were supple- tion of athletics at Clemson. If this
mented by free movies, there being is continued through the next few
two shows. The picture shown was years I can see no reason why ClemCOFFEE AND MILK
entitled
"Without
Limit."
The son should not win her share of
auditorium was filled to the limit victories from the larger institutions
0 O
ifor both shows.
of the South and of the intersectional
The Y. M. C. A. needs to be con- games which her future schedules
gratulated for having arranged for will hold.
such an enjoyable evening for so
I desire one word to express my
many. Of course there are those
appreciation to Messrs
"Mule"
who did not call it a very enjoyable
Littlejohn, "Dopie" Major, Frank
evening because they had an evenPadgett, and H. S. MicConnell, who
ing of misery (when they told you
■ a
have, at considerable sacrifice of
that they ate a dozen or so cones of
time and funds assisted in the early
cream and drank punch until it gave
development of the football squad.
out.)
It is this sort of spirit with material,
TJheClemson ZPriniort/
equipment and big game opportuniATH LET! C ASSOCI AT ION
ties which I believe will bring about,
HOLDS MEETING the kind of results we all wish.
Cheer Leaders Elected—Talks by
iE. J. Stewart.
Prof. Henry, President Rig'gs and
Coach Stewart

SCHILLETTER'S
BAKERY

YOUR TRADE INVITED

- - Printing...

On Monday evening at seven o'clock
the entire student body assembled
in the chapel as members of the
athletic association. Mr. Henry presided, and opened the meeting with
a few words of welcome to the new
members and a brief explanation of
the organization and purpose of the
association. He then proposed the
election of three seniors? and two
junior as cheer leaders, and the following men were accordingly elected:
J. P. Kinard, head leader, R. T Halstead, E. J. Freeman, R. B. Wertz,
and E. A. Smythe. The seniors are
to serve during one session and the
juniors during two. Mr. Henry then
mentioned plans that were being considered
for the construction of
bleachers on the east side of Riggs
field, and ascertained by a rising vote
that all the members of the association were willing to personally assist
in the work.
The next speaker was Dr. Riggs,
who gave a brief history of the progress of athletics at Clemson, and
clearly explained the great advantages that a winning team gives to
a college.
"Doc" Stewart then spoke of the
importance of getting men from the
two lower classes out fo^ football,
and of always backing the team to
the utmost whether they
were
victorious or not. He showed the
necessity of maintaining strict training at all times and, at his request,
all the members of the association
pledged themselves to report all
violations of training rules that came
under their observation to one of
the five men on the committee for
that purpose.
Mr. Stewart
then
spoke of the present football situation at Clemson and of the assistance
and co-operation that
has been
rendered by the faculty and officers
of the college. He asked that the
cadets keep well back of the side
lines when the- teams are practicing

HERE YOU ARE!
"TAPS" The Tiger Annual
SHOULD BE ONE OF THE BEST COLLEGE ANNUALS IN TE SOUTH.
IT CANNOT BE ONE OF THE BEST UNLESS YOU DO YOUR PART.
DO YOUR PART AND LEAVE THE RECT TO THE

"TAPS"

STAFF.

WHAT CAN YOU DO?

BUY A BOOK!
BACK THE STAFF
SLOAN BROS.
We do not sell all the good
Goods in town, BUT what
WE DO SELL ARE GOOD.

Special Attention Given to
ordering

Athletic

Goods,

only two days required.
Robt. Burns Cigars,
Nunnally's Candy,
Waterman Fountain Pens,
Arrow Shirts and Collars,
Knitted and Military Ties,
Khaki Regulation Shirts
and Trousers.
Army Shoes, Special Made.
Bath Robes and Slippers.
Minimax Silk and AVool
Hose.

Rackets Restrung,
Sweaters,
WJiite Ducks,
Basketball Shoes,
Tennis Rackets.

SLOAN BROS.

tv

championship in football. 'Stewart's
HARD SCHEDULE COACH STEWART & CO. RIGHT ON coaching in 1918 was confined to Connell played three years of varsity
TIGERS HAVE
football for the Tigers during the
THE JOB
army teams and after the signing of
seasons of 1913, '14, and '15 After
the armistice he returned to Nebras(Continued from first page)
The candidates for a berth on the ka for another successful spring in leaving Clemson Coach McConnell
■ ■
football team of '21 have been hard track and basketball. He resigned at "went to the University of Maryland
brought in with them a number of at work on Rigg's field for more than the close of the session, however, re- where he played varsity ball in the
Every afternoon Coach solved to enter business. Last De- fall of 1916. This worthy old Clemmen who will make good line men a week.
son Tiger is to have charge of the
and some also who play good ball in Stewart puts his squad thru a series cember, Prof.
Henry met Coach
Rats
this year. We look for him to
the backfield.
of manouvers in preparation for Stewart and persuaded him to come
put out a winning team second to no
the
coming
battles
to
be
fought
by
It would be absolutely impossible
to Tigertown and take the reins as
other Rat team that has ever been
to predict exactly what the lineup of the Clemsonites. To the old men Athletic Director.
'Coach arrived
developed at Tigertown.
the Tiger team will be this year. At "Doc" (Stewart needs no introduction February 1st and was soon hard at
and
they
know
for
themselves
of
present not even the coaches know
work building up a track team. His
. . i." i t for DEW DROPS GIVE
this, however in a very few days the his past achievements 'but since there OCJ :'. .
DANCE AT HOTEL
men will be whipped into shape and are numerous freshmen in our midst out r-r ."
• i -& i. :«m- i
On the night of'September 14, the
it will be nearly possible to predict who are unacquainted with the past son -it:- -■■:? rs.f^s&g!sif Jlv-'.'
girls on the campus gave an imwho will enter the first game against history of our Athletic Director, a were wcc. b. uia.r. '.:" Mg margins.
. . of . .
Acctter aaw lass b.aa appeared on promptu dance in the Hotel Dining
Center. The Tigers have been great- few of his notable victories will be
the coaching staff of the season's Room. Although it was not widely
ly handicapped by the fact that a mentioned.
IStewart is a graduate of the football team. "Doc" IStewart has heralded, those attending had a very
number of the new men who were
LOOSE LEAP XOTE BOOKS
showing up well have sustained in- Western 'Reserve University, being selected Coach Shaw as his right- enjoyable time.
Among those present were Miss
juries that have kept them out of the only four "R" man—football, hand man to help in the production
LEFAX NOTE BOOKS
practice, and some of these men baseball, basketball and tract—ever of an All American Tiger team. Nellie Sue Pickens with D. H. McArn,
NOTE BOOK FILLERS
will not be able to be out for the turned out by that University. He Shaw who worked under "Doc" Miss Helen Sease with George Bryan,
coaching
at .Stewart at the University of Nebraska Miss Jessie Mathews with "Kitty"
first
game of the season They will won notable success
CLEMSON JEWELRY
however, be back in for the other Mount Union College, Ohio, in 1907 is here to show our linesmen the ins Auten, Miss Janie Shanklin with Joe
PENNANTS
and 1908 and at Purdue University and outs of the whole business and if Meehan, Miss Sallie Corbett with
games.
Stewart was with Alle- anyone is fitted for this job, this man "Pill Box" Smith, Miss Ruth Smith
All in all we can say that the in 1909.
PILLOW COVERS
Tigers are expecting a Deiter showing gheny College next, staying there surely is. This husky young man with L. N. Tindal, Miss Margaret
STATIONERY
than that they made last year. We until the spring of 1912 and during played stella football for Nebraska Lenoir with Thomas Lenoir.
The following men were una'ble to
will all know more of what we have his sojourn there, Allegheny came in '15 '16 and '17, the latter year
POUNTAIN PENS
In '16 obtain one of the feminine folk:
after the first of October when we right to the front in athletics. From Deing captain of the team.
tackle Bo McMillan and his huskies Allegheny College 'Stewart went to and '17 Shaw made the enviable re- John Verner, "Skinny" Marscher,
CAMERAS
at Danville, Kentucky.
We can't the Pacific Coast to become Athletic cord of being selected as All-Western Chalmers Butler, "Duke" Hollowell,
expect
to
trim
Center
\>\,i
we will Director of the Oregon Agricultural tackle. With his wide experience on "Duchess" Hollowell, "Mary" Quattle
PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES
give them a great fight for the game, College. In the spring of 1912 the the gridiron, Shaw will prove an in- baum "Doc" Redfern, "Rute" Logan,
NORRIS CANDIES
and they will know when the final Oregon "Aggies" won the basketball valuable aid in molding the Tiger Perry Sumner, "Bill" Hughes, "Bulldog" Owens.
whistle has blown that there is at championship of the Pacific North- team with an invincible eleven.
EVERSHARP PENCILS
The music was furnished by the
Every
Clemson
man
wishes
to
exwest
Conference.
In
1915
Oregon
least one really good team and fightwidely
renowned "Jungle Seven."
press
to
"Dopey"
Major,
"Mule"
won
every
football
game
but
one
deing team in South Carolina.
The enjoyable affair came to an
feating the Michigan Agricultural Littlejohn and Frank Paget, his
The schedule arranged for tbis College for the Interstate Champion- hearty appreciation for the readiness end all too early.
year is as follows: —
ship by a score of 28 to 0. In 1916 with which these old Tigers volunOct. 1st—Center at Danville
An optimist—One who looks for
Stewart went from Oregon to the teered to help in whipping the footOct. 7th—>P. C at Clemson
rain on drill days.
University of Nebraska, coaching ball recruits into shape.
Oct. 14th—Auburn at Auburn
A
pessinist—'One. who consults
Coach iMcConnell is an old block
there until 1918. Both in 1916 and
Oct. 21st—Furman at Greenville
±917 he won the Missouri Conference "C" man of the class of 1916. Mc- past weather records.
THE RXXALL DRUGGI&T
Oct. 27—Carolina at Columbia
Nov. 5th—Tech at Atlanta
Nov. 10th—Citadel at Orangeburg
Nov. 18th Erskine at (Clemson
Nov. 24th—V. of Ga. at Athens
■ ■
Scrubs
Oct. 22th—Tech at Clemson
Oct. 29thNorth Ga Ag. College.
a ■ ■ ■
m ■
Nov. 12th—.Piedmont College.

We Have

A Complete Line

I,*

L. Cleveland Martin

I
m
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*Bfe Barracks
BARBER SHOP

SPECIAL SALE
Fountain Pens
Eversharp
Pencils

Cadet Exchange
Official
COLLEGE
BOOK-SUPPLY
STORE

The Reliable Shoe
and Tailoring Shop
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(Continued from first page)

C. T. Young, R. L. Hartley, E. C.
Wiggins J. P. Richards, (L. H Sherrill, J. L. Cunningham, R. E. Howell,
H. G. Bates, J. K. Dorman, M. B.
BOOM 38.
HALL NO. 1 Rittenberg, H A. Willis, B. F. Driggers, J. M. Dunlap, I. L. Hinson, A.
W. ». PIKE, Manager
K. Inman, R. W. Coarsey, E. D. Timmons, J. L. Nichols, J. IB. Grassland,
J. S. Thurmond J. F. Coleman, E. B.
Davis, J. T. Wiginton, A. B. Rasor,
J) L. Weeks, A. N. Allen, S. C. Rice,
A. F. Wray, F. E. Dunham, E. D.
Raney, E. H. Shands, R. M. Erwin,
W. H. Gray, C. E- Vincent, J. L. BetAXD
sill, L. S. Bigby, W. J. IClapp. J. R.
Bobbins, W. D. McGowan, J. W.
Givens, B R. Fudge, H. A. Bowers.
H. W. Conder,
P. Peeples. E. A.
Smythe, D. D. Jones, H. L. Hinson.
Corporals: Cadets G. M. Speer, T.
W, Lenoir, L. H. DJ>ar, E. H. Hall
AT
O. J. Harvey J. IB. Owens, J. M.
Robertson, J. E. Royall, E. G. Shands
J. W. Wilson, T. IO Wood, L. C.
Wright, J. C. Aull, J. A. Chambers,
M. O. Causey, B. A. Morgan, F. C
Sease, T. H. Bethea, T. H. Stevenson,
W. W. Wilbur, A. A, Rittenberg, H.
P. Walker S. S. Bee, T. L. Jelfferies,
D. McPherson, W. H. Moore, F. F
Dean, L. R. Shirley, J. J. Lyons, R.
S. Kirke, N. M. Bradley, J. K. Griffin
B. K. Jones, H. D. Knight, D. F. Livingston, J. T. Patterson, M. B. Oliver,
J. E. Haynsworth, R. W. Pugh H. S.
Zeigler, W. J. Reid, O. A Roberts, H.
B. Dominick, M. A. Evans, J. W.
Smyly. A. B. Fitzgerald, M. R. Leace,
B, D. E'zell, J. M.Cook, M. C. Ellison,
R. S. Martin, S. A. Rodgers W. R.
Smith, J. H. Alexander, J. P. Gaston, J. E. Ross, M B. Brissie, M. R.
Warner, T. E. P. Woodward, C. C.
Wofford, A. L. M'oCrary, J. A. ChamOPPOSITE LIVERY STABLES.
bers, W. Wi.
Whisonant, W. W.
SHOE REPAIRING, UNIFORM
Spearman, J. E. Wiggins' N. W.
ALTERTNG, CLEANING, PKESWerts, B. S. Brown, C. C. Garrison,
ING, ETC., DONE PROMPTLY.
J. R.'Reid, C. C. Stuckey, W. F.
ALL KIXD OF SHIRTS WASHWelch. E. G. Parker, T. P. Wallace,
ED AND PRESSED.
SPECIAL
R. M. Venning, G. B. Lang, M. L. McATTEXTION
TO
CLEMSON
'Climon, S. N. Pearman, C. F. Rhem,
ATHLETES.
SATISFACTION
C. C. Sarter, F. C. McLeod T. W.
GUARAXTEED. .- - - •- ■
Copeland, T. Gaines.
CLINT TAYLOR, PROP.
B«t Possible Herrlee
to Clemaon Tiger*

t* *

CADET OFFICERS
ARE APPOPXTED

How Do HotThingsCool?

\ / I SHE blacksmith draws a white-hot bar from the
forge. It begins at once to cool. How does it lose
■*" its heat? Some is radiated, as heat is radiated by
the sun; but some is carried away by the surrounding air.
Now suppose the bar to be only one-half the diameter;
in that case it loses heat only half as fast. Smaller bars lose
in proportion. It would seem that this proportion should
hold, however much the scale is reduced. But does it?
Does a fine glowing wire lose heat in proportion to its
diminished size?
The Research Laboratories of the General Electric
Company began a purely scientific investigation to
ascertain just how fast a glowing wire loses heat. It was
found that for small bodies the old simple law did not
hold at all. A hot wire .010 in. diameter dissipates heat
only about 12 per cent more rapidly than a wire .005 in.
diameter instead of twice as fast as might be expected.
The new fact does not appear very important, yet it
helped bring about a revolution in lighting.
It had been found that a heated filament in a vacuum
evaporated like water and that this evaporation could be
retarded by introducing an inert gas such as nitrogen or
argon. But it had long been known that the presence of
gas in the ordinary incandescent lamp caused so much
heat to be carried from the filament that the lamp was
made useless. The new understanding of the laws of heat
from wires, however, pointed out a way of avoiding the
supposed necessity of a vacuum.
By forming the fine tungsten filament into a helix the
heat loss was made much less prominent. The light
radiated is then about the same as if the wire were
stretched out, but the heat loss through the gas is very
much less. So the tightly coiled filament was put into the
gas-filled bulb—and a new lamp was created. At the
same cost it gave more and better light.
Thus pure research, conducted primarily to find out
how hot things cool, led to the invention of the gas-filled
lamp of today—the cheapest, most efficient illuminant
thus far produced.
Sooner or later research in pure science enriches the
world with discoveries that can be practically applied.
For this reason the Research Laboratories devote much
time to the study of purely scientific problems.

Gilmore has not returned to college? boys or not, we have to admire the
Blackjack—He's gone to Atlanta firmness of their purpose and the
The College Mess Hall and Kitchen to take medicine.
straight forward and frank way in
iFripperjack—He's gone
a long which they express themselves. We
There is one thing at Clemson in way just to take a dose of medicine. are not to criticise a man who has
which all of the cadets and their
the "guts" to let one know where and
parents are interested.
This one "The stork has brough a little how he stands on any question and
factor is the cadet mess
peach!"
who comes out in the open and
Early in the spring of last year the
Said the nurse with delighted air fights. It is the last class of boys
college kitchen was damaged a good "I'm mighty glad," the father said, of whom we are to beware; and who
deal by fire.
Quite a bit of the
'That he didn't bring a pair!" has guessed that they are the inequipment in the kitchen was put out
different.
Someone has said that
of commission and the walls and roof
•Some men are born officers, others the greatest curse of a nation is Inof the kitchen were badly damaged. are made, and some have shavetail difference, and certainly no ONE
At that time a temporary root thrust
upon them.—Boy page a thing can so pull down the standing
was placed over the kitchen and the senior private.
of a college university. There is no
walls and machinery were repaired so
middle ground but there is a danger
that they would serve our purpose
"Long May It Wave"
that the web of indifference will
for the remainder of the session.
Hairdresser—Yes, I can give you circumscribe the extremities. If you
About the time school was out in a nice permanent wave that will last are conscientiously opposed to Bible
June workmen began to put the through your summer vacation and study (or anything else for, that
kitchen back
permanently. This stand bathing.
matter) then for Heaven's sake SAY
work has been finished now, and we
Modern Female—I'm not so parti- SO and let conscience be your guide.
have one of the best equipped and cular about bathing, but I want one If you believe in these things say so
most sanitary kitchens in the south. that'll stand manhandling.—Judge.
again and let others know where you
The brick walls which the fire
stand, but in the name of all that
damaged were put back in good
Rolling stones gather no moss, but is manly don't be indifferent. We
order, being built higher this time so rolling bones gather much kale.
are not concerned especially about
as to increase the store room space
the good; we do not fear those who
twenty-five percent.
More Truth Than Poetry
stand out in opposition, for they are
The old roof was entirely removed Miary had a little skirt,
few and far between; but we do pity
and replaced by a new up-to-date The latest style no doubt.
the poor, indifferent, jelly fish, buck
roof built on mill plan. -The roof is And everytime she gets inside,
oyster sort of fellow who DOESN'T
supported by steel framework and is She's more than half way out.— CARE. Don't be indifferent. When
practically fire proof.
Selected.
the opportunity comes take your
The kitchen is floored with tile
choice of the only other courses open
Notice of Bankruptcy
and is well drained, making the place
to you and do what you believe is
The senior private club has gone T)eat. US YOU OIR IS YOU AIN'T? ? ?
very sanitary. The floor of the entire mess hall and kitchen is washed into bankruptcy to be succeed by
There will be a Bible class on each
the Royal order of iBusted Aristocrat Company hall and altho all will use
after each meal.
A complete new line of equipment Credentials secured in Commandant's the same little book, "Jesus and His
has been installed in the bakery shop. office.
Cause," the classes will consist in so
The new bread mixer weighes all of
far as possible of members of the
the ingredients as they are put in,
LITERARY SOCIETY XE1VS
same Collegiate standing. There are
and better bread is being turned out
plenty of books for every man to
than heretofore.
The ovens have
Owing to the general confusion have one and there will be plenty of
been worked over and are now in and unsettled conditions attendant good teachers on hand to start classes
tip top condition.
upon the opening of the session, the Sunday night immediately after long
New steam kettles for the prepara- Literary (Societies did not meet on roll.
tion of food have been installed In last Friday night as was the regular
plan.
However, on next Friday
the kitchen.
BUTT-INS
The kitchen is now a daylight night, immediately after supper, if
(by the "Goat")
kitchen, 'being lighted by skylights in nothing serious happens, all 'Societies
the roof. It is also well ventilated, will meet in their regular halls.
besides having a number of windows
It is a matter of very great im- One Or 2
and doors, is has ventilation flues in portance that no student who desires Yrs Ago A Bird Who Styled Hisself
to make the most of his college "The Owl"
the roof.
The kitchen is so built that it is opportunities neglects this, one of Hooted Thru These Columns.
the most essential branches of train- This Bird
rat and vermin proof.
As a whole the mess hall and ing in the college course; for Liter- Was O. K. And
kitchen are both in excellent sanitary ary Society work should 'be regarded I
condition, and are so built that they as a course offered by the College Individually Am VIS Anything To The
even though it is not included in Contrary, But It Seems That
can be easily kept that way.
There Ain't No More
A special store room has been built the curriculum.
The testimony given by alumni, Hoot Owls
in the basement for storing syrup
Has
Begun To
both
those who took advantage of Since So Many
and one for storing vegetables. This
Screech?
this
opportunity
and
those
who
is a great improvement as these
And So
things can be kept in better condition neglected it, is within itself enough
I
argument
to
cause
each
student
to
here than anywhere else.
Don't Feel No Hesitating When
give
the
matter
the
moat
serious
The butcher shop has been enlargI
ed and brought up-to-date. 'In con- thought.
Butt In
All
freshmen
should
begin
their
nection with the butcher shop is the
With One Or 2 Items By
cold storage rooms which are 'built college work right by joining a
"The Goat"
well and so built that they can be Literary Society, Do not wait until
I
you
become
a
sophomore
or
a
junior,
easily kept cool. The ice used in the
for you are letting opportunities Never Could See No Use For
ikitchen is made in the basement.
slip
by which may stand between A Knocker.
The kitchen is in such condition,
I
success
or failure.
now that very few more improveFiggered Out 1 Time That
The
example
should
'be
set
for
ments can be made.
these new men by the men who are House Flies &
In the kitchen store room only the
members of Societies, and this ex- Snakes &
very best grade of products of whatample can only be set by conscien- Mosquitoes Was All Well And iGood
ever kind can be found. Instead of
tious attendence, and unremitting And Had A
paying less for food when food came
Reason To Live Like
work for new members.
down the college has been paying
Let the slogan be, "Each a Bigger For Inst
just as much for food and getting
You Hear A Mosquito
and Better Society."
the very best grade products.
And You Know First
We are very glad to have with us
Hand Theys
IS YOU OR IS YOU AIN'T
again this' year Mr. Harcombe who
Tin Can
successfully managed the mess hall
Before Sunday night of this week
and kitchen last year. We know that
Mr. Harcombe will do just as much every man at Clemson will have been
ti please the
boys as any man asked to join a Bible class. Will you
DRY GOODS, AND SHOES,
that could possibly act in his join or will you dodge the issue?
capacity. He not only orders the The question is not to be answered FANCY AND STAPLE GROCERIES,
best food for the boys but is there to lightlv for it is a serious question
CRACKERS,
and deserves a serious consideration.
see that it is properly prepared.
We also have with us again this Bead very carefully the points set
CANDIES, and
year "Mother" Middleton who is well forth below and when the time comes
FRUITS.
known to all of the old boys and will let your conscience dictate your
soon be known by all of the new answer.
We Solicit the Patronage of the
In every college and university we
ones. Mother "Mid's" kind words are
CLEMSON CADETS
enough to keep any boy cheered up, find at least three types of men—
and we all will be glad when she those who are expressly in sympathy
starts on her rounds in the mess hall with every good movement, who do
not wait for an invitation to join a
again.
literary
society, who
voluntarily
offer an article for publication m the
College magazine or paper, and who
stand out in favor of Christian fellowCLEANING,
ship and right living. Then there
PRESSING, and
are those who are directly opposed to
ALTERING
About this time of the year
DONE AT ALL TIMES.
(Shoot the Zip—Well sir! wel sir! all these things. They don't have
Where's your briar patch?—Where time to join a Bible study class, they OWNED BY AND RUN FOR THE
BENEFIT OF
can I find some church tickets? In can't see the need for such things as
a "TIGER" anyway and they are
CLEMSON ATHLETES.
room 404
not long in saying so. No matter IN CONCRETE BUILDING TO THE
whether
we agree with this class of
REAR OF COMMUNITY STORE
lPr0f.—Does anyone know why Mr.
IN AND ABOUT THE COLLEGE

THE COMMUNITY STORE, INC.

THE
TIGER
PRESSING CLUB

Without No Hole in It
Somewheres In A 5 Mils
'Radius Or Maybe That Theys
A Dam
Across the Creek Or
Something.
Then It You Lay Your Peepers On
A Snake
And C He's A Copperhead Or A
Battler You
No At Onct
To Run Like The Mr. Chas Dickens
But
If He's Just A Common
Ordinary
King You C At Onct They Aint
No Harm In Him
And So
I
Say
I Can C Thru Such
Things Like
Stagnant Water And
Glass Snakes
But
I
Can't See Thru No
Knocker.
If You Like Our
College
Sell Your Hammer
(Quit Knocking)
Buy A Horn And
Hang Around A While
Longer.
But
If You Don't
Call A Porter And
Ask For
A Lower Berth.

CLIFT CRAWFORD
CLEANING
AND
PRESSING
'THE ARGUMENT IS ALL IN TUB
WORKMANSHIP"

I L. KELLER
The Place to buy your
Army Shoes, Shirts and
Pants.
I have a full line
of citizen

.*

SHOES,
HATS,
SHIRTS,
TIES and
COLLARS.
I CAN FIT YOU TO A

Royal Tailored
MADFXrO^MEASURE SUIT
I also have toilet articles,
pens,

pencils,

novelties.

and college

COME down and

TAKE a good LOOK.

t3fe Tiger
W. M. REDFERN, Editor of "The Tiger:"
You are hereby authorized to deliver me "The Tiger" for the
session 1921-22 for which I agree to pay $1.50 on or before November 15, 1921.
Name
Address

■■■ ■■■■
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CLEMSON
The Agricultural and Engineering
College of South Carolina
All Courses designed to give a general education In addition
to the technical training.
Scholarships in Agriculture and Textile Engineering.

DEGREE COURSES
Agriculture
Architecture
Chemistry
Chemical Engineering
Civil Engineering
Electrical Engineering
General Science
Mechanical Engineering
Textile Engineering
SHORT COURSES
Agriculture
Textiles
SUMMER SCHOOL

W. M. RIGGS, President
Clemson College, S. C.
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